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A procedure is proposed for estimating the main-station capacity of an

SLM * (Subscriber Loop Multiplexer) system by observing the traffic load

when the system is partially filled. The procedure is intended to be usable

in unattended offices, and requires only one measurement per week and

very few calculations. In contrast to the usual practice of measuring load

in a time-consistent busy-hour, we work with weekly peak loads, and so

our method is based upon the statistical theory of extreme values. The

validity and precision of the procedure have been investigated by applying

it to data from a study of rural traffic and by a Monte Carlo study of its

behavior. Use of this administrative procedure should give the average

SLM system a capacity of about 120 rural residential customers, in

contrast to the limit of 80 that would be necessary in the absence of traffic

measurements.

The technique described in this paper was developed for the SLM system

and could be used, with suitable changes of ?iumerical values, to handle any

subscriber system with concentration. We also hope that, with some

modification, the method will be applicable to the administration of other

traffic-carrying systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The SLM (Subscriber Loop Multiplexer) system is a digital carrier

and switching system that was developed to provide economically for

main-station growth and upgraded service on long rural cable routes.

It is capable of serving 80 lines, all sharing 24 channels. Each of the

80 lines can be used for single- or multi-party service. (For a detailed

description of the SLM system see Ref. 1.) For the purposes of this

paper, which is concerned with traffic, the SLM system may be viewed

as a remote line-concentrator serving 80 lines on 24 full-access channels.

The quality of service given to SLM subscribers should be kept

well above levels that might lead to complaints, and to the need for

hasty rearrangements that would interfere with the orderly growth of

subscriber plant. Hence, service for these subscribers should not be

noticeably different from that for customers served by physical pairs

to the central office. This service objective will be met if blocking

exceeds one-half percent in no more than a few hours per year. (It is

possible to imagine a distinct service, for sparsely populated rural

areas, in which a less stringent service objective would be appropriate.)

The Rural Line Study,2,3 a study of subscriber line usage in rural

areas, has confirmed that rural residential subscribers like those studied

in the territory of South Central Bell can almost always be served on

one SLM system with essentially no blocking in groups of 80 main

stations or more. (In fact, as shown below, most rural systems should be

able to serve many more than 80 main stations.) However, the load per

main station does vary greatly from place to place and from customer

to customer. Thus even 80 main stations will in a few cases generate

enough load to cause undesirably frequent blocking in excess of one-

half percent. Some means of monitoring the traffic performance of

SLM systems are therefore necessary.

One such means is a register which records the total amount of a

system's all-channels-busy time since the register was last read and
reset to zero. But such a register, which can indicate by its readings

when a system is overloaded, cannot be used to foresee an overloaded

condition until too many lines have already been assigned to the

system. When the register's readings exceed a specified threshold, the

administrator's response must be to remove lines from the system and

to serve them on other facilities.* Because of the long lead-times

involved in cable planning and installation, a major goal of the work
reported here was to avoid this situation.

* Administrative use of this register is described elsewhere.
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Since some additional traffic-monitoring capability was necessary,

it seemed best to provide a measurement which could be used to

predict the ultimate main-station capacity of a system, and thus to

guide the loading of the system and the planning of relief facilities.

The natural quantity to measure is carried load; and the system's

second traffic register, which was also chosen to minimize the volume

of data to be taken and processed, records peak hourly carried load-

that is, the highest hourly carried load that has occurred since this

register was last read and reset to zero. As shown below, it is sufficient

to take readings once a week. This frequency is compatible with a

normal schedule of visits to unattended offices. Note that the time

that this peak traffic occurred is neither recorded nor of importance

to the procedure to be described, so that the usual time-consistent

busy-hour is not identified.

This paper describes a simple system-loading procedure, requiring

few measurements and calculations, which should assure that the

fraction of calls blocked exceeds 0.5 percent in no more than a few

hours during a year. Load measurements are taken on a partially

filled system, and from these an estimate is made of the total number

of main stations, in the same locale, that the SLM system can safely

serve.

This method could be used to administer any subscriber concen-

trator for which peak-load traffic data can be obtained. Changes in

the numbers of lines served or voice channels, in the access afforded

by the switching network, or in the handling of intra-system calls

would of course require modification of the numerical values used.

(And additional problems can arise : For example, partial access may

give rise to a need for load-balancing procedures.)

II. THE BASIC PROCEDURE

Weekly peak load measurements can be used whenever 40 or more

main stations are assigned to an SLM system. We begin with N weekly

peaks, xh
•

, xN . (N is normally equal to 4.) We simply calculate

the mean,

x = jtt £ Xi
>

^
and the variance,

V = vjJ-r £ (X,- - X)\ (2)

IS — 1 i = l

of these peaks. On a chart (see Fig. 1) corresponding to the number of
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Fig. 1—Estimated main-station capacity as determined by mean and variance
of weekly peak loads.

currently working main stations, we find the point denned by the

coordinates x and v. This point will fall in one of the regions labeled

40, 45, • • •
, 160. The label of that region is the estimated main-station

capacity of the SLM system.

For example, let us say we have 80 working main stations. We
observe four weekly peaks and calculate a mean of 260 CCS and a

variance of 1400 (CCS) 2
. Figure 1 is the chart corresponding to 80

working main stations. The point (260, 1400) falls in the region

labeled 120. This is the estimated main-station capacity for the system

in question. Repeating this estimation procedure four times (using

data from 16 weeks of operation) and calculating the weighted mean
of the estimates, using the respective numbers of working main
stations as weights, we obtain the predicted capacity of the system in
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main stations. Some precautions which must be observed in drawing

conclusions from this process are summarized below.

III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEEKLY PEAK TRAFFIC LOADS

Maynard3 showed that weekly peak traffic loads of potential SLM
subscribers seemed to behave as if they came from an extreme-value

distribution of the form

G(x) = exp (-«—<-•>), (3)

which is sometimes referred to as "Gumbel's first asymptotic distribu-

tion." It has been shown4 that, for the so-called "exponential" class

of distributions, the largest value of a random sample of size n will be

asymptotically distributed (as n —>«) according to (3). The exponen-

tial class includes most well-known distributions with an infinite tail

to the right, such as the normal, lognormal, and gamma.
The mean of the distribution (3) is

E(x) = u + y/a, (4)

where y{ = 0.5772- • •) is Euler's constant, and the variance is

V(x) - *.
(5)

Gumbel suggests that u and a be estimated by replacing E(x) and

V(x) by their sample values, (1) and (2) respectively, and solving

(5) and then (4) for a and u :
4

* = W„'
(6)

u = x — y/&. (7)

IV. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

With J main stations served by an SLM system, the weekly peaks

will have an extreme-value distribution with parameters uj and aj.

If we increase the number of main stations from J to K, the weekly

peaks will have a new extreme-value distribution with parameters uk

and oik. In this section we describe a method for estimating uk and

<xk when J and K are known and uj and aj have been estimated from

measurements. That is, we want to know what the distribution of

weekly peaks will look like for K main stations when we have observed

this distribution with only J main stations being served.
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Suppose that, during any week, there are n hours in which the

weekly peak traffic load may occur. We know from experience that

the weekly peak can occur during almost any waking hour. 3 However,

for any given week, n will be much smaller than the number of waking

hours. (In Appendix A we show that n = 10 seems to be an appropriate

choice for our purposes.) We call these n hours (whose actual times of

occurrence are not specified) the candidate busy-hours.

We now assume that each main station generates a load with mean

n and standard deviation a during each of the candidate busy-hours.

If customers behave independently, the load distribution in candidate

busy-hours must have mean Jfi and standard deviation o-V/. Let this

distribution be F ,
with density f = F'. The weekly peak will then be

the maximum value in a random sample of size n from the distribution

F. If F is in the exponential class of distributions, the distribution of

this maximum can be approximated by the extreme-value distribution

(3). Gumbel4 shows that the parameters u and a are given approxi-

mately by

F(u) = 1 -
I (8)
ft

and

a = nf(u). (9)

Since the candidate-busy-hour loads are the sums of the loads from

J main stations, it seems reasonable to assume that F is normal,* as

suggested by the central-limit theorem. (As mentioned above, we
take J and if to be at least 40.)

Let 4> be the standard unit-normal distribution function and </> = <!>'

the corresponding density. Define v by the relation

$(„) = i - A. (io)

Then v is the 1 — (1/n) quantile of the unit-normal distribution, for

which tables and computer subroutines are available. Then from (8)

and (9) it is readily seen that

uj = Jn -f vW7 (11)

and

n<j>{v)
ocj =

'V7
(12)

* The gamma distribution was also considered. A study which led to the choice of

the form of the candidate-busy-hour load distribution, and to the number n of

candidate busy-hours in a week, is described in Appendix A.
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If the K — J subscribers to be added come from the same population

as the J subscribers already being served, the candidate-busy-hour

load distribution for K main stations will be normal with mean Kn

and standard deviation o4k. The weekly-peak-load distribution will

have parameters denned by (11) and (12) with J replaced by K. From

the four equations (11), (12), and the corresponding equations for K
main stations, the variables n and a can be algebraically eliminated to

yield these expressions for uK and aK in terms of uj and aj:

K
UK = ~f Uj [S-V51&.

at-Jiaj. (14)

Here C„ = nv^(v), a function of n only. Hence, for a given n, we

can estimate the parameters of the weekly-peak-load distribution for

K main stations by observing the weekly peaks generated by J(<K)

main stations.

We can choose K so that the weekly-peak-load distribution defined

by uk and aK is such that the system satisfies the service criterion

(which is described below). This entire calculation can be incorporated

in a series of charts, each corresponding to a different value of J. An

example is that given in Fig. 1 for J = 80.

V. THE SERVICE CRITERION

To introduce the service criterion, we define a heavy-load hour as

an hour in which the offered load is such that the probability of block-

ing is 0.005 or greater. We first attempted to limit the frequency of

such hours to no more than four times a year, but found, as shown

below, that the statistical characteristics of our administrative pro-

cedure lead to a different formulation of the service criterion.

Jones proposed a model for relating the probability of blocking in a

concentrator to the number of channels, the number of customer lines,

the percentage of intra-system traffic, and the total source load. 5

Johnson has written a computer program which calculates load-

service relations based on Jones's model. 6 Although Jones's model

assumes blocked calls cleared, whereas waiting and retrials occur in a

real system, we believe that these effects are compensated by the

lopsided distribution of load per line, 7 so that this model is appropriate.

Laue showed from the Rural Line Study that, for 80 main stations,

the expected intra-system traffic (1ST) should be about 18 percent,
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but because of temporal and customer variation we used the more

conservative value 30 percent. 2 (In subscriber concentrators which are

not arranged for remote switching of intra-system calls,* such calls

occupy two channels. Thus for a given offered load, 1ST increases the

variability of the traffic and hence the blocking also.) It is known that

the percentage of 1ST increases with the number of main stations ; but

the value 30 percent is used throughout because the smoothing effect

of party-line interference, which we neglect, grows with the number

of main stations.2 Omission of party-line interference from the model

is equivalent to treating a main station as a "traffic source." For 24

channels and an 1ST of 30 percent, the finite-source effect makes that

load which results in a 0.005 probability of blocking a decreasing

function of the number of main stations. This load varies from 526 CCS
for 40 main stations to 471 CCS for 160 main stations; we call it

L{K), the load that causes a heavy-load hour.

From our model we have an estimate of ur and a*. The probability

of a heavy-load hour in any week for an SLM system with K main

stations assigned is then estimated as

P(K) = 1 - exp (-*-»*£*(*>-**]). (15)

Our goal is to let heavy-load hours occur about once every quarter

of a year (13 weeks). We now invoke Gumbel's definition of return

period as the mean time (in weeks) between heavy-load hours, which is

R(K) = [P(K)]" 1
. (16)

If we choose K so that the estimated return period is exactly 13 weeks,

the temporal variation in the observed weekly peak loads will cause

a distribution of return periods, among systems, centered around

13 weeks.

(Note that the expected number of heavy-load hours per year—in

other words, the frequency of heavy-load hours—is 52/ [it! (if)] or

52- P(K), so that a 13-week return-period is equivalent to 4 heavy-

load hours per year.)

If this distribution—the distribution of return periods that would

be realized if K were chosen as just described, based on measured

values of uj and aj, for each of many systems—were very narrow, so

that most systems would turn out to have return periods not far from

13 weeks, then it would be appropriate to choose K in such a way as

* In the SLM system, as in many such systems, the cost of this capability would
not be justified ; and it would have the further disadvantage of preventing operator

access to such calls.
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to satisfy the equation

1 - exp (-13e--*' L(A'>-"*i) = 0.5.

This would produce an even chance of having a heavy-load hour in

any 13-week period. But as shown in the next section, this situation

only occurs when uj and aj are estimated from more weeks' peak-load

data than are conveniently obtainable in practice.

Furthermore, the scaling procedure described above makes K de-

pendent on the value of J at which uj and aj were measured ; that is,

the charts corresponding to J main stations, of which Fig. 1 is the

example for J = 80, differ considerably from each other. And this

method of determining K is appreciably affected by using the chart

for J working main stations (MS) when the actual number of MS
served has varied widely during the measurement period, even with

the correct mean of J . Thus the number of working main stations

must be held nearly constant (actually within 10 percent) during the

N weeks of peak-load measurements that yield x and v from eqs. (1)

and (2). Yet we do not think it practical to impose limits on the

growth of an SLM system's fill over periods exceeding four weeks in

length, merely so as to obtain usable data, so long as the actual MS fill

is not too high.

We resolve this difficulty by setting N = 4. This results in a very

broad distribution of actual return-periods. We then locate this

distribution so that its right-hand tail (in terms of MS capacities) is

not too large: In particular, we limit the probability of a return period

less than four weeks to a few percent. This is equivalent to setting the

mean return-period for all systems equal to 37 weeks, and to having

at least one heavy-load hour occur in any 13-week period with prob-

ability 0.3. Thus we choose K (to the nearest multiple of 5) so as to

satisfy the equation

1 - exp (-i3e-ajctf.c*>-a*i) = 0.3. (17)

This is the basis for the charts such as that shown in Fig. 1.

The following section shows that this way of estimating K must be

repeated four times, and the results averaged, in order to make the

resulting distribution of return periods acceptably narrow. When this

is done (to obtain what we call the predicted capacities), practically no

systems should end up with return periods less than four weeks

—

that

is, with more than 1 heavy-load hour per month. This, then, is the

service criterion : No system should have more than 1 heavy-load hour in

the average month. This criterion is extremely conservative: First, it
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means that the average system has less than 2 heavy-load hours per

year (return period, 37 weeks). Second, it typically implies about one

originating call with dial-tone delay and one blocked incoming call per

month for the worst systems. Systems with more frequent heavy-load

hours (return periods less than four weeks) would be called overloaded

and would have to have main stations removed. Detection of over-

loaded systems by means of all-channels-busy readings is covered

elsewhere. (Two heavy-load hours can, of course, occur in one month

without implying an overloaded condition.) Proper use of the adminis-

trative procedure should make the occurrence of overloads ex-

tremely rare.

VI. THE MONTE CARLO STUDY

In order to evaluate the statistical variability of the main-station

capacities that would be predicted by the recommended procedure,

we simulated its performance in a Monte Carlo study. For each of

five samples of weekly peak loads actually observed in the Rural

Line Study, we estimated the parameters of their distribution from

(6) and (7) and converted these, by means of (13) and (14), to esti-

mates of the values uj and aj that would have existed with J = 40

1—

1

140 -

120
^_

100

1

80

60 ^_

40

1

—

I

20

^j-r-T ~L
in o in o in o in inomoino mommmio inr--r^coco<J>o>oo'-'-CM (vino

ESTIMATED MAIN-STATION CAPACITY

GREATER THAN 2 YEARS ' .,

HEAVY-LOAD-HOUR RETURN PERIOD IN WEEKS

Fig. 2—Monte Carlo results: 40 working main stations; 1000 runs of 4 weeks each.
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and J = 80 main stations working. Using these as the parameters of

the extreme-value distribution (3), we repeatedly generated random

samples of size four from that distribution. We calculated the mean

and variance of each such sample and estimated the main-station

capacity. This process was repeated 100 times for each of the five

samples and for both 40 and 80 working main stations, yielding a

sample distribution of the estimated main-station capacity. The spread

of this distribution is attributable to the variability of the weekly

peaks drawn from the distribution (3).

Figure 2 shows an example representing 1000 runs based on the

1FR* data from McComb, Mississippi, described in Ref. 3. Alongside

the estimated-main-station-capacity scale is a scale which gives the

mean return-period of heavy-load hours for the indicated number of

main stations. Note that if the procedure were followed with only four

weeks' data, some systems would be overloaded (with return periods

of heavy-load hours as short as three weeks) and others, with much

spare capacity, would be greatly underloaded. Table IA summarizes the

Monte Carlo results for the five samples. The statistics listed are:

(i) The percentage of cases that would have a return period of

less than the desired 13 weeks.

(ii) The percentage of cases that would have a return period of less

than 4 weeks. These systems would be considered overloaded.

(Hi) The percentage of cases that would be underloaded by more

than 20 main stations. A system is considered underloaded if

it has a return period greater than the central value of 37 weeks.

We see from Table IA that the percentage of systems that would be

overloaded ranges from 2 to 14 and the percentage of systems that

would be seriously underloaded ranges from 3 to 12. On the basis of

these results it was decided that four weeks' data (one measurement

month) are not enough for a final determination of main-station

capacity. We therefore recommend the use of the mean of the main-

station-capacity estimates of four samples of four weeks each. (This

should be a weighted mean, the weights being the average numbers of

working MS in the four measurement months. This weighting accounts

for the greater predictive value of an estimate that is based on the

traffic of a larger fraction of the stations that will ultimately be

served.) A Monte Carlo study was carried out for this procedure and

the results are shown in Table IB. Note that an overloaded or badly

* Single-party, flat-rate, residential service.
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Table I
— Percentage of systems that would have particularly

high or low loads— summary of Monte Carlo results

Return
Period

<13 Weeks

Return
Period

<4 Weeks

Underloaded
by More Than

20 MS

Working Main Stations : 40 80 40 80 40 80

A: ESTIMATED
(100 Runs of 4 Weeks Each)

Study Area
Hanceville 28% 39% 3% 5% 7% 12%
Benton—1FR 21 37 2 4 7 7
Cleveland 28 38 2 14 9 7

Copper Hill

McComb—1FR
29 43 3 10 3 4
19 27 3 5 8 10

B: PREDICTED
(1000 Runs of 4 Groups of 4 Weeks)

Hanceville 11.2% 11.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.6%
Benton—1FR 8.8 19.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5

Cleveland 10.3 22.6 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1

Copper Hill

McComb—1FR
11.3 24.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4.1 13.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1

underloaded system would result very infrequently. Figure 3 shows a

histogram of the sample distribution based on the McComb data. We
distinguish the result of the modified procedure, using the mean of

four estimated capacities, by calling it the predicted main-station

capacity ; and Fig. 3 is so labeled.

The last two pairs of columns in Tabic I relate to cases in which

the administrative system may be said to have performed inadequately.

The criterion for this is more stringent on the overload side, as neces-

sitated by the inherent variability of the predicted capacities. This

difficulty could be cured by taking many more measurements—a solu-

tion whose cost, in our judgment, would not be justified.

An alternative to the averaging procedure would be to calculate

the mean and variance of 16 weekly peaks and to use the main-

station-capacity charts only once. The precision of this approach was

shown by a Monte Carlo study to be comparable to that resulting

from averaging the four estimates from groups of four weekly peaks.

But, as mentioned above, if a system is being filled during the measure-

ment period, there is a much better chance of the number of working
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Fig. 3—Monte Carlo results : 40 working main stations ; 1000 runs of 4 groups

of 4 weeks.

main stations remaining nearly constant for four weeks than for 16

weeks.

The spread of the capacity estimates, as indicated by Table I,

was slightly larger with 80 main stations working than it was with 40.

We have found no convincing explanation for this unexpected result.

VII. DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS

Several assumptions used in the foregoing argument are known to

be invalid. Nevertheless, the procedure we recommend worked well

when applied to the Rural Line Study data. [Some confirmation of its

efficacy comes from weekly peak loads observed in an SLM system trial

in Brandon, Mississippi, which closely fit the Gumbel distribution (3).]
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But in order to distinguish the realistic from the idealized features of

our mathematical model, we summarize the latter in this section.

The concept of a candidate busy-hour is fictitious. However, we

know of no better means of projecting the distribution of weekly peaks

from the current number of working main stations to a larger number

of main stations; and it seems intuitively reasonable that not all

waking hours of the week should be equally likely to contain the

week's highest load. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix A, the pro-

cedure does seem to be quite insensitive to the form of the assumed

distribution of candidate-bus.y-hour loads and to the number n of

candidate busy-hours. We do not believe that this aspect of our

model will cause problems in practice.

It is also assumed that the loads generated during a candidate

busy-hour by each of the (existing or future) working main stations

are statistically independent and identically distributed. In fact, sub-

scribers in an area do not behave independently, since they are subject

to similar influences from events in their shared environment. More

important is the critical assumption that the load parameters are

identical for all customers. Departures from this assumption among

customers already served may actually offset other errors in the

model, as noted in Section V; but the possibility of adding to an SLM
system a group of subscribers whose traffic characteristics differ

considerably from those of the ones already being served constitutes

the greatest danger in using the predictive method of administration

here proposed. One way of guarding against this danger is to limit the

number of main stations that may be added to a system before addi-

tional measurements are taken; and a precaution of this kind is

included among the rules of administration given in Appendix B. New
subscribers should be added to a system even more cautiously if they

are thought to differ sociologically from those whose loads have been

measured, especially if those to be added have higher incomes. Business

telephones, in particular, may generate several times the loads typical

of residential service.

The problem of seasonal variation has not been mentioned. No
seasonal effects were observed in the Rural Line Study, but some

SLM systems, especially in resort areas, will have highly seasonal

loads. Our administrative procedure contains no internal safeguards

against this source of error. Local knowledge will have to ensure that

only weekly peak loads recorded in the busy season are used as inputs

to the computations, and in some cases this may force planning to be

based on fewer than four 4-week estimates of MS capacity.
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In the discussion above, it has been assumed that the number of

working main stations remains constant during a measurement month.

The case in which inward or outward movement occurs during or

between measurement months is covered by some of the rules in

Appendix B.

It is not known whether any error is introduced by applying to

peak loads the load-service relations deduced from Jones's model.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we describe a procedure for forecasting the main-

station capacity of an SLM system when it is partially filled. The pro-

cedure is simple to use, requiring little data and few calculations. Its

validity and precision have been shown to be adequate by applying

it to the Rural Line Study data (as described in Appendix A) and

through a Monte Carlo study of its statistical variability. An SLM
system filled in the recommended way should be essentially

nonblocking.

In fact, most rural systems will be able to serve many more than

the nominal 80 MS. Application of our procedure to the data from the

Rural Line Study led to a sample of predicted capacities whose mean

slightly exceeds 120 MS, but this figure must be viewed with caution

for three reasons: First, this is the mean of the limits imposed by

traffic considerations alone; geographical constraints associated with

transmission criteria may keep it from being attained in practice.

(Lack of demand for multiparty service could also act to limit main-

station fills.) Second, the Rural Line Study was conducted in eight

rural areas in the territory of South Central Bell; loads would cer-

tainly be larger in some suburban applications, and as yet we have no

assurance that our data are representative even of rural areas in other

parts of the country. And third, the predicted capacities have a very

wide spread; a small but significant fraction of systems are predicted

to have a capacity of only 80 MS, confirming the early choice of that

number as appropriate for rural use. Studies of suburban traffic that

are now in progress should lead to an evaluation of SLM main-station

capacities in the suburban environment.

In this study we have viewed the capacity of a telephone system in

terms of its behavior in the presence of peak rather than average

demand. (In this general sense our work has many forerunners, in the

Bell System and elsewhere.) Instead of measuring the load in a time-

consistent busy-hour, we record only the load carried during the

busiest hour of the week. This reduces the measurements required to
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only one observation per week by focusing on the hour that is most

important to the quality of service, regardless of when that hour

occurs. It has the corresponding disadvantage of working with a

traffic statistic that is volatile (as compared to the more stable mean,

for example) and therefore difficult to predict with accuracy.

Although our procedure was developed for subscriber multiplexers

with concentration, we hope that modified versions of it will prove

applicable to other traffic-handling systems.
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APPENDIX A

Number of Candidate Busy-Hours and Their Load Distribution

In the body of this paper we assume that the candidate-busy-hour

loads are normally distributed. Although the central-limit theorem

supports this assumption, the gamma distribution has in some situa-

tions been found to be more descriptive of offered loads; and unlike

the normal, it does not imply the existence of negative loads. This

appendix summarizes a study comparing the normal and gamma
distributions as bases for scaling peak loads, and also leading to the

choice of n = 10 as the number of candidate busy-hours.

The gamma distribution function, also a member of the exponential

class, takes the form

GW = rob"' /.
V 'e~"* (18)

for x > 0; G(x) = otherwise. The scale of G is determined by the

parameter (3 and the shape by ??; the mean and variance are fa and
2
rj respectively. The distribution G is asymptotically (as rj

—» oo

)

normal. It is considerably more difficult to manipulate algebraically

than is the normal: For example, such expressions as (13) and (14),

which are simple for the normal, are not available for the gamma.

With a change of variable in (18), eqs. (8) and (9) become

-^ f
U
' s^er'ds = 1 - - (19)

rfo) Jo n

and

- = n
r(,) '

(20)
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The procedure requires that given n, u, and a we solve (19) and (20)

for i\ and /3. This was done by using a modified regula-falsi method of

iteration. Solving for u and a when rj and are given is somewhat

easier : Given »?, the value of u/(J can be found from a subroutine for

the inverse incomplete gamma function, and from u/p the product

ua is easily calculated from (20).

It is well-known that the sum of independent, identically distributed

gamma variables is also gamma. Hence, if the candidate-busy-hour

load distribution for J main stations is gamma with parameters

and 7], the individual main-station mean load a» = Py/J with variance

ff
2 _ faij Thus the candidate-busy-hour load distribution for K
main stations is also gamma with scale parameter fi and shape param-

eter Krj/J.

We now have all that is necessary to arrive at uk and aK , for both

the gamma and normal distributions, if we are given uj and aj and

any value of n.

In choosing the form of the candidate-busy-hour distribution F and

the number n of candidate busy-hours, we used the Rural Line Study

data to evaluate the precision and bias of the estimation procedure.

We chose 13 groups of lines, varying in size from 54 to 254 main

stations, on which we had peak-load data in series whose lengths

varied from 14 to 51 weeks. We divided each group in two in such a

way that the two subgroups were approximately equal in the numbers

of main stations for each class of service. We found the weekly peaks

for each subgroup and, combining the two subgroups, for each whole

group as well. From the subgroups' weekly peaks we predicted the

distribution of the weekly peaks for each whole group and then com-

pared these predictions with the observed whole-group weekly peaks.

This was done with both normal and gamma candidate-busy-hour

load distributions, for numbers of candidate busy-hours ranging from

6 to 18.

To determine the best model two measures were used: the root-

mean-square deviations of the subgroup predicted values from the

total-group estimated values of the mean peak load and of the 37-week-

return-period load. Table II shows the results of these calculations.

Since the gamma and normal assumptions perform about equally

well, and since calculation of the charts (such as that shown in Fig. 1)

is many times easier, faster, and cheaper with the normal, we chose

it as a model for the distribution of candidate-busy-hour loads. The

results of our procedure are not very sensitive to the value of n ;
and
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Table II— Variability of predicted peak loads— square-root

of the mean-squared deviation (in CCS)

Number of
Mean Weekly Peak 37-Week-Return-Period Load

Candidate
Busy-Hours Gamma Normal Gamma Normal

4 22 21 24 24
6 17 16 23 23
8 14 14 24 23
10 13 13 25 25
12 13 14 27 26
14 13 15 29 28
16 14 17 31 29

18 15 18 32 31

we took n = 10 because this value gave optimal performance in

predicting the mean weekly peak load (the more stable statistic) and

nearly optimal for the 37-week-return-period load.

Table II also gives us an evaluation of the procedure; and in par-

ticular, it tests the assumption of homogeneity within the groups of

customers represented. The rms error for the predicted mean weekly

peak is 13 CCS, or about four to six main stations. This means that

most such predictions should be accurate to within 10 main stations.

(Since these results come from 14 to 51 weeks' data, the statistical

variability that would result from using only four weekly peaks is not

represented here; it was investigated in the Monte Carlo study dis-

cussed in the body of this paper.)

Table III shows the predicted means and the whole-group sample

means for the weekly peaks of the 13 groups, using the normal model

with n = 10. There appears to be no bias in the prediction procedure.

The last column in Table III shows the predicted main-station ca-

pacities for SLM systems if installed in the 13 study areas. These

capacities range from 100 to well over 160 main stations. Excluding

the five groups that are predominantly four- and eight-party sub-

scribers, the mean main-station capacity is 124.

APPENDIX B

Rules for Traffic Administration
*

In order to ensure that the conditions for validity of our mathe-

matical model are satisfied, or nearly so, and to guard against erroneous

* The proposed procedure, together with these operational rules, is now being

tested in field use. This appendix is included here only to illustrate problems that

arise in reducing the peak-load approach to practice.
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predicted capacities when they are not, we give the following rules and

guidelines for the use of the administrative procedure.

Data and definitions

Readings should be taken (and the WPL register reset to zero) at

the same time every week. When this is not possible, each measure-

ment week must contain no more than six weekdays and no less than

four weekdays. When this condition is violated, the data should be

discarded.

Measurement weeks need not be contiguous. Studies have shown
that there is no serial correlation among weekly peaks. A missing

week should therefore not affect the results, so long as there are four

weekly peaks in each measurement month.

The number J of main stations associated with a measurement
month should be the mean of the numbers of main stations being

served at the times the four weekly peak loads were recorded. This

mean should be rounded to the nearest multiple of ten when one of

the charts such as Fig. 1 is to be chosen.

Inward or outward movement of main stations served by an SLM
system will tend to increase the variance of the weekly peak loads and

so to decrease the accuracy of capacity estimates. A study has shown
that if the number of main stations varies more than 10 percent during

a measurement month, the peak-load data should not be used to

estimate a main-station capacity.

The MS capacity predicted from several measurement months is

the weighted mean of the monthly estimates. The weights are the

numbers of working main stations for each measurement month.

No measurements should be used when fewer than 40 main stations

are being served. For this reason, the first of the charts for estimating

main-station capacities is for J = 40 working main stations.

Restrictions on allowed fill

No system should be loaded beyond 60 main stations until the

available data (used in accordance with the rules in this appendix, and
consisting of at least an estimate based upon one measurement-

month) indicate that it is safe to do so. (The Rural Line Study shows

that even some rural systems may suffer excessive blocking with 80

main stations.)

No system may serve more than 160 main stations, with this

exception: Unusual configurations in which no concentrator-blocking
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is possible, such as 24 lines with 8 MS on each, are perfectly acceptable

with respect to the considerations treated here.

Except for the initial fill, no more than 40 main stations may be

added to an SLM system on the basis of a single predicted capacity. If

a predicted capacity exceeds the present fill by more than 40 MS, the

system should be allowed to grow by 40 MS and a new series of mea-

surements taken. This rule embodies a compromise between the

value of predicting main-station capacities and the danger of adding

customers unlike those already served.

If the current main-station capacity estimate was calculated from

fewer than four measurement months, the number of main stations

may be increased to the lesser of

(i) the current main-station-capacity estimate minus 20, and

(ii) the mean of the current main-station-capacity estimate and

the current number of working main stations.

These restrictions are necessary because of the statistical variability

of such estimates.
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